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Abstract
Students’ approaches to learning in higher education has been presented in terms of surface and deep
ETTVSEGLIW 1EVXSRERH7mPN} 8LMWTETIVVIZMI[WWIPIGXIHPMXIVEXYVIMREVGLMXIGXYVEPIHYGEXMSR
[LIVIXLIHI½RMXMSRSJETTVSEGLIWXSPIEVRMRKEHSTXIHF]EVGLMXIGXYVIWXYHIRXWMRXLIGSYVWI[SVOSJEVGLMXIGXYVEPHIWMKRMWGSQTEVIH[MXLWYVJEGIERHHIITETTVSEGLIW8LIGEXIKSVM^IHETTVSEGLIWMHIRXM½IH
MRERIEVPMIVWXYH]EHSTXIHF]½VWXERHJSYVXL]IEVEVGLMXIGXYVIWXYHIRXW -]IVERH6SFIVXW MWGSVrelated to this review to present how the concepts of deep and surface approaches to learning manifest
XLIQWIPZIWMREVGLMXIGXYVEPIHYGEXMSR -RGSRGPYWMSR XLIWXYH] -]IVERH6SFIVXW ERHXLIVIZMI[
points towards a more complex set of approaches to learning than just a deep and surface division. It also
raises a further question on do the categorized approaches from the earlier study form different points on
EGSRXMRYYQFIX[IIRHIITERHWYVJEGISVEVIWSQIMREHMJJIVIRXHMQIRWMSR8LIVIZMI[SREVGLMXIGXYVI
WXYHIRXW´ETTVSEGLIWXSPIEVRMRKMWEVI¾IGXMSRXS[EVHWXLIWYVJEGIHMQIRWMSRERHKSMRKMRXLIHMVIGXMSR
SJHIITIVHMQIRWMSRXLVSYKL]IEVWSJXVEMRMRKERHVI¾IGXMZITVEGXMGIMREVGLMXIGXYVEPIHYGEXMSR
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Introduction
Students’ approaches to learning are directly correlative to their prior experiences of studying and
YRHIVWXERHMRKXLIOI]GSRGITXWSJXLIWYFNIGXQEXXIV[LMGLMWZMXEPXSXLIWYFWIUYIRXETTVSEGLIW
to studying and learning outcomes (Prosser and Trigwell 1999). Biggs poses a case of the implicit
and explicit theories of students’ learning; with the latter pointing to the importance of the phenomenographic model (Biggs 1994) describing surface and deep approaches to learning (Marton
ERH7mPN} 8LMWTETIVVIZMI[WXLIPMXIVEXYVIMREVGLMXIGXYVEPIHYGEXMSRPSSOMRKMRXSXLIUYIWXMSRSJHI½RMRKXLIETTVSEGLIWXSPIEVRMRKEHSTXIHF]EVGLMXIGXYVIWXYHIRXWMRXLIGSYVWI[SVOSJ
architectural design and presents it in perspective of surface and deep approaches. The review is
GSVVIPEXIHXSXLIGEXIKSVM^IHETTVSEGLIWXSPIEVRMRKMHIRXM½IHMRERIEVPMIVWXYH]SJGSQTEVMRKXLI
ETTVSEGLIWSJ½VWXERHJSYVXL]IEVEVGLMXIGXYVIWXYHIRXW -]IV 6SFIVXW XSHIPZIMRXSXLI
related question of whether these approaches adopted by architecture students’ in architectural
education are different from the deep and surface dimension. It also raises a further question on do
the categorized approaches from this earlier study form different points on a continuum between
XLIHIITERHWYVJEGIHMQIRWMSRSVEVIWSQISJXLIWIMHIRXM½IHETTVSEGLIWMREHMJJIVIRXHMQIRWMSR
Learning Approaches of Students in Early-Stages of Architectural Education
A perspective on how are the approaches to learning in the early stages of architectural education
QERMJIWXIHMRXLIWXYHIRXWHYVMRKXLIIRVSPPQIRXTVSGIWWMWVI¾IGXIHF]XLIMRXVSHYGXMSRSJEVGLMtecture as specialization after A-Level education and through aptitude tests like the National Aptitude Test for Architecture – NATA (Council of Architecture 2014). This creates a distinct student
cohort within the early stages in various schools of architecture ‘who have learning approaches
that are streamlined due to their exposure to architectural education’ (Atkinson 2010). The prior
learning experiences of the students’ cohort and the appeal to architectural education are, thus
correlated. The architecture student’s experience is explored through the terms ‘creativity’ and
‘engagement’ with research to ‘tease out the relationships between engagement and creativity for
student learning in design’ and the complexity of ‘the nature and quality of students’ engagement
with their learning’ in the architecture profession (Reid and Solomonides 2007). The student’s experience is used as the basis to understand the impact on their learning approaches within the
design studio. These experiences can be tapped in the early stages of architectural education and
channelized towards a deeper impact on their approaches to learning. The seminal research into
‘how students learn’ and ‘what motivates the student’ are fundamental questions posed by Biggs
(Biggs 2011). Roberts emphasizes on Biggs’ focus on ‘the student’ which he says ‘we all encounter’
(Roberts 2009). ‘Learning is about what the students do rather than what the teachers do’ and, ‘if
students value something, then they see it as important, and will be motivated to learn’ (Roberts
2009) brings to fore; the importance of architecture students’ approaches to learning after they formally enroll into the architecture program. They can be motivated through structured approaches
to learning adopted in the early stages of the architectural design studio which act as the formative
years of their architectural experience.
Salama explores the importance of design studio in the architectural ‘curriculum to design training
and teaching’ elaborating that it ‘is the kiln where the future architects are molded and the main
forum for creative exploration and interaction and assimilation’. He argues ‘that most design studio
teaching continues to provide students with little understanding of the value of design as a technique, a process, or set of purposive procedures’(Salama 2005). The integration of learning history
with students’ learning approaches in the design studio is investigated from a historical and cultural
context to learning (Stewart and Wilson 2007). Simon Unwin’s stoic phrase ‘nothing will come of
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nothing’ (Unwin 1996) and Andrew Higgott’s pointed question ‘Teaching First Year: what do they
need to know?’ (Higgott 1996) sums up approaches and experiences seen from the students and
acadamics perspective when dealing with architectural history within the design studio (1996).
'EOMRLEWIZSPZIHEQENSVIHYGEXMSREPWXVEXIK]HIZIPSTMRKGSQQYRMGEXMSRWOMPPWERHGSPPEFSVEXMZI
initiative between institutions stating ‘a strong belief in the use of precedents in teaching and
learning design, derived from students’ need to start from a knowledge base; encouraging students
to explore ideas based on metaphors and analogies resulting from the acknowledgement of the
role of metaphor in conveying meaning in architecture’ (Cakin 2001).The design studio is effectively
presented as the fertile ground where the students’ approaches to learning goes through years in
its formative stage from a process, technique, language and contextual perspective.
;IFWXIVPSSOWEXTVSNIGXFEWIHPIEVRMRKEWXLIGIRXVEPTIHEKSKMGXSSPMREVGLMXIGXYVEPIHYGEXMSR
³VITVIWIRXIHF]XLIHIWMKRTVSNIGXEXMXWGSVI´[MXLXLITVSGIWWSJWXYHIRXW´PIEVRMRK[LIVI³GVMXMGEP
VI¾IGXMSR YRHIVWXSSH EW E OI] IPIQIRX SJ TVSNIGXFEWIH PIEVRMRK MR XLI HIWMKR WXYHMS VIUYMVMRK
WXYHIRXWXSGSRXMRYEPP]VI¾IGXSRXLIMV[SVOFSXLEPSRIERH[MXLSXLIVWQSWXWMKRM½GERXP][MXL
design tutors in the one-to-one tutorial.’ The author suggests that students’ experience ‘three principal types of tutor behavior; the entertainer, hegemonic overlord and the liminal servant and they
believed that only the liminal servant increased their motivation and supported their learning’
(Webster 2004). Robinson looks at ‘the tutorial system within architectural education, which aims
to support the process of design in a studio environment where things can be tested without the
practicalities of the real world’ and concludes that mentoring using peer-assisted learning, ‘seems
an ideal tool in architectural education which is presently neglected’ (Robinson, 2007). Thus approaches to learning of architecture students in the early stages of architectural education within
the design studio have quality of students’ engagement, motivation, design curriculum, historical &
cultural context and the role played by the design tutor as key parameters.
The Review Process as a Learning Tool
The review process is approached by architecture students with research pointing at a revisit and a
proposed guide for the design studio tutors by looking at ‘the established model highlighting inherent opportunities for learning and conditions associated with a lack of learning’ (Sara and Parnell
 VI¾IGXMRKXLIFEPERGIFIX[IIRGLEPPIRKIERHWYTTSVXVIUYMVIH'LEH[MGOERH'VSYGLJSGYW
on ‘the review, as a learning and teaching tool, is a fundamental component of architectural educaXMSR´ERHXIVQWMXEW³IHYGEXMSREPP]¾E[IH´[MXLXLITVSGIWWWIIREW³MRXMQMHEXMRKERHYRRIGIWWEVMP]
grueling and can lead to students feeling demoralized and humiliated’. They propose a model-in-development to humanize the review process and integrating it as an important part of the students’
learning process within the design studio(Chadwick and Crotch 2006). The review process as a
constructive learning assessment tool in the design studio can be used by the design tutor as-wellas the architecture students’ cohort to encourage approaches to learning towards understanding
the complexities of architectural education from the early stages to the later years. In comparison,
a typical surface approach; where the response of the student in early stages would generally be
XLEXXLIVIZMI[IVWHMHRSXPMOIXLITVIWIRXIH[SVO[LMGLTIVLETWSZIVWMQTPM½IWXLIHMWGYWWMSRERH
the purpose of the review and needs to be explored in further detail.
Impact of Design Studio on Approaches to Learning
This brings to the fore the impact of the design studio on the students’ approaches to learning. The
central role played by the design studio has been ‘routinely referred to as being a core of archiXIGXYVEPIHYGEXMSR´ ;IFWXIV ³8LI6I¾IGXMZI4VEGXMXMSRIV´F](SREPH7GLSRGLEQTMSRWXLI
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cause of the design studio as central; both to architectural education, the profession and the pedaKSKMGGSRRIGXSJXIEGLMRKHIWMKR³XLIHMWXMRGXMZIWXVYGXYVISJVI¾IGXMSRMREGXMSR´ERH³XLIJYXYVIMRteraction of research and practice’ (Schon 1983). Webster provides an outline of the ideas of Schon
and related literature from disciplines outside architectural education, pointing towards the imporXERGISJ³HIWMKRTVSNIGXEWEZILMGPIJSVTVSNIGXFEWIHPIEVRMRK[EWEHSTXIHSRXLIEWWYQTXMSRXLEX
the expertise needed by architects could only partially be learnt through the traditional methods of
knowledge transmission, lectures, etc. used by most academic disciplines’ (Webster 2001). Schon’s
work is described as the launch of ‘an attack on the dominant technical rationality in professional
education, criticizing it for being unable to respond to the complexities of the real world and of
failing to account for how professionals work in practice’ (Schon 1983) (Webster 2001).The design
WXYHMSMWVI¾IGXIHEWXLIGSVISJEVGLMXIGXYVEPHIWMKRGYVVMGYPYQERHXLIMRXIKVEXIHHIWMKRTVSNIGX
WIIREWXLITVMRGMTEPXIEGLMRKZILMGPI 7GLSR  7GLSR 8LMWGPIEVP]VI¾IGXWXLIGIRXVEPMX]
of the design studio and its impact on the architecture students’ approaches to learning.
The Design Studio in the Early Stages of Architectural Education
Platt questions ‘if architectural ideas are only fully understood with the illumination of construction,
what are the implications of teaching architectural design in the academic studio?’ and takes us to
³HIWMKRERHFYMPH´HIWMKRTVSNIGXMRXLIHIWMKRWXYHMS[MXLXLIIQTLEWMWSR³HSMX´ ³XIEGLMX´ERHXLI
required balance of full time academicians and practicing designers towards the right impact on the
students’ learning approaches in the design studio(Platt 2000). Roberts suggests that Schon’s (1983)
[SVOSREVGLMXIGXYVEPIHYGEXMSR´WTVSNIGXFEWIH³PIEVRMRKF]HSMRK´ETTVSEGLLEWFIIRGSRWMHIVIH
as a pioneering model for professional education and ‘the design studio provides a venue for students to engage in conversation, dialogues and collaboration related to open-ended problems and
IRGSYVEKIWWTIGYPEXMZII\TPSVEXMSR7XYHMSFEWIHPIEVRMRKLEWFIIRWIIRXSFIERIRNS]EFPIERH
effective way of learning critical design skills’ (Roberts 2004). This can be seen as a pointer to the
½VWX]IEVHIWMKRWXYHMSERHXLIETTVSEGLIWXSPIEVRMRKXLEXMWVIUYMVIHXSFIEHSTXIHF]WXYHIRXW
of architecture.
Farivarsadri states that ‘introductory design studio as a foundation of architectural design education which has a great importance’ and elaborates ‘on the importance to organize the body of
ORS[PIHKIERHWOMPPWXSFIPIEVRIHMRXLMW]IEVTVSTIVP]XS½RHWYMXEFPIQIXLSHWXSXVERWJIVVMRK
XLIQXSWXYHIRXWERHXSEGLMIZIQE\MQYQIJ½GMIRG]MRXIEGLMRKVIUYMVIWERE[EVIRIWWSJHMJJIVIRX
pedagogical approaches and the implications of any chosen method of instruction on the students’
(Farivarsadri 2001). The author elaborates on Bloom’s Taxonomy in introductory design education and looks at the work of Lede Witz(1985) and his summarization of learning architecture as
‘learning and practicing new skills such as visualization and representation; learning a new language
and learning to think architecturally’. Farivarsadri states that ‘still many of the design studio syllabi
are derived from the ‘basic design model’ developed in the Bauhaus school’ and the limitations of
XLMWQSHIP[MXLEVI¾IGXMSRSRELSPMWXMGTIVWTIGXMZIGSRGPYHMRKXLEXXLIUYEPMX]SJMRXVSHYGXSV]
instructors, their knowledge about learning process and their patience and willingness to look at
EREVVE]SJWYFNIGXWERHIRVMGLXLIMRXVSHYGXSV]HIWMKRTVSGIWW *EVMZEVWEHVM 8LMWRIIHJSVE
QSVILSPMWXMGETTVSEGLXS[EVHWMRXVSHYGXSV]EVGLMXIGXYVEPIHYGEXMSRMWZSMGIHF]QENSVEVGLMXIGXW
iin their seminal works including ‘Lessons for Students in Architecture’ (Hertzberger 2005) and
‘Thinking Architecture’ (Zumthor 1998); with these different ways of thinking about architecture
pointing at distinctive approaches to learning.
Unwin explores the question of ‘how new students in Welsh school of architecture are inducted
XSEVGLMXIGXYVIXLVSYKL½VWXWIQIWXIVTVSKVEQSJHIWMKRTVSNIGXVYRMRTEVEPPIP[MXLWYTTPIQIRtary exercises focusing on analysis, place and technique’ (Unwin, 2001). Unwin is looking at how
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the students of architecture in early stages of their education develop an appropriate approach to
PIEVRMRKERHLEWWXVYGXYVIHI\IVGMWIWXLEX³VYREPSRKWMHIXLIHIWMKRTVSNIGXW´[MXLE³JSGYWSRXLVII
main themes, seen to build a bridge into architectural education, the core skill of which is taken to
be architectural design’ and based on these pointed themes including analysis, space and techniques;
extrapolating on each theme with architectural examples (Unwin 1997). ‘Students are encouraged
XSVI½RIXLIJVEQI[SVOERHXLIMVS[REREP]XMGEPXLIQIW8LI]EVII\TIGXIHXSXVERWPEXIXLIPIWsons run from the exercises creatively rather than mechanically or slavishly, into their own design
work thus developing their own capacity for designing or building to build their own repertoire of
architectural ideas which they will hopefully add to in similar ways through their careers as architects’. He concludes that ‘students learn for themselves rather than doing what they are told but
at the same time they are not left to struggle with design without sources of ideas and information’
(Unwin 1997). This statement by Unwin represents two different approaches; one where they
approach learning by mechanically following a demonstration or as a craft-based approach and the
other; where they learn by going through the process of making architecture, which can be seen in
TEVEPPIPXSWYVJEGIERHHIITETTVSEGLIWXSPIEVRMRK 1EVXSRERH7mPN} 8LI]WIIXLIFIRI½X
of ‘learning by doing’ but also of ‘learning by looking at the work of others’ (Unwin 2001) and with
this analysis, Unwin further widens the range of the approaches to learning with reference to the
students of architecture. The review further explores schools of thought from the Beaux Arts-toBauhaus and the prevailing philosophical viewpoints; world over (Gulgonen and Laisney 1982; 1988;
Bax 1991; Littmann 2000).
Approaches to Learning and Early Stages of Architectural Education
‘Learning as an interactive process is an important issue in architectural design education’ and the
authors look at ‘the role of the design studio’, further considering three steps including ‘learn and
practice some new skills, say, visualization and representation; learn and practice a new language as
Schon(1984) described design as a graphic and verbal language; and learn to think architecturally, as
TSMRXIHF]0IHI;MX^  ´ (IQMVFE ERH(IQMVOER 8LIHIWMKRWXYHMSMWTSVXVE]IHEWE
ORS[PIHKIWXYHMSHI½RMRKMX³EWEQIRXEPTPEGISJHMEPSKYI[LIVIEPPWSVXWSJORS[PIHKI WGMIRXM½G
technological, and humanistic), skills and attitudes are integrated’. Depuydt argues that with learning
knowledge and skills, the emphasis should be on the attitudinal aspects of learning (Depuydt 2001).
Odgers explores ‘the question of authority in teaching and learning with reference to Barthes and
Gadamer’ by offering ‘two interpretations of authority. One is based on power, the other on the
recognition of superior understanding in another’ with these versions of authority in a teaching relationship within the context of the design studio at Welsh School of Architecture, Cardiff (Odgers
 4EVRIPPPSSOWEX³TVSNIGXFEWIHPIEVRMRKEJSVQSJ[LMGLPMIWEXXLILIEVXSJXLIHIWMKRWXYHMS´
and to the surprise of architecture students in their early years of architectural education; the nature of ‘students learning experiences prior to university’ seems to lie within the didactic model.
8LIWXYHIRXWJEGITVSFPIQWMRXLIIEVP]WXEKIWSJEVGLMXIGXYVEPIHYGEXMSR[MXLTVSNIGXFEWIHPIEVRing, which ‘requires the students to reassess their familiar mode of learning and adopt a new learner
MHIRXMJ]MRVIPEXMSRXSXLIXYXSV´ 4EVRIPP 8LMWFIGSQIWHMJ½GYPXXSEGLMIZIJSVXLIWXYHIRXW
as, ‘this transition from receiver of knowledge to critic and instructor of knowledge is complex and
LIRGIHMJ½GYPXJSVQER]WXYHIRXWXSEGLMIZI´ERH4EVRIPPGSRGPYHIWXLEXXLITIIVHMWGYWWMSRQIXLSH
has a positive effect on students’ learning processes and evidence points that ‘students develop
LMKLIVUYEPMX]GSKRMXMZIWXVEXIKMIWGMXIHEWRIGIWWEV]JSVXLIQEREKIQIRXSJHMWNYRGXMSR´ 4EVRIPP
2001).
Roberts has investigated ‘how students with particular cognitive styles, as measured by Riding’s
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Roberts has investigated ‘how students with particular cognitive styles, as measured by Riding’s
GSKRMXMZIWX]PIEREP]WMWTIVJSVQMRHIWMKRTVSNIGXSJ[SVOEXTEVXMGYPEVWXEKIWSJEVGLMXIGXYVEPIHucation’ concluding that ‘contrary to assumptions found in the literature, those with a preference
for thinking in a holistic, global manner, perform less well than their peers in the early stages of
their education, but tend to improve as they progress through their education’ (Roberts 2006).The
design studio has been explored with reference to ‘the learning styles of freshman design students
in three consecutive academic years using Kolb’s experiential learning model’ with the conclusion
that ‘the bipolar perceive dimension indicated that the freshman design students are more related to the analytical skills of theory building, quantitative analysis and technology. Also, the bipolar
process dimension showed that they have better behavioral skills compared to perceptual learning
skills’. The research suggests that ‘design education can be considered as being in line with the
I\TIVMIRXMEPPIEVRMRKQSHIPSJ/SPF  ´ (IQMVOERERH3WQER(IQMVFE  -RWYQQEV]
this review presents the connection of the early stages of architectural education with reference
XSWOMPPFEWIHORS[PIHKIFEWIHI\TIVMIRXMEPERHGSKRMXMZIFEWIHTIVWTIGXMZISJVI¾IGXMRKSRXLI
students’ approaches to learning.
Conclusion: Categorized Approaches to Learning in Architectural Education adopted by Architecture Students
8LIWXYH]SRWXYHIRXW´ETTVSEGLIWXSPIEVRMRKEHSTXIHMRXLI½VWXERHJSYVXL]IEVSJEVGLMXIGXYVI
FEWIHSRXLIMVI\TIVMIRGIW[LMPIYRHIVXEOMRKEREVGLMXIGXYVEPHIWMKRTVSNIGXLEWFIIRGEXIKSVM^IH
as six learning approaches (Iyer and Roberts 2014). These categorized approaches to learning re¾IGXSRXLIVIWIEVGLUYIWXMSR XLIPMXIVEXYVIVIZMI[MRXSEVGLMXIGXYVEPIHYGEXMSRXLIPEXXIVKMZMRK
EFVSEHGERZEWXSHVE[YTSRJSVEHI½RMXMSRSRETTVSEGLIWXSPIEVRMRKEHSTXIHF]WXYHIRXW´SJ
EVGLMXIGXYVI[LMPIXLIJSVQIVTSMRXWXSXLIWIMHIRXM½IHETTVSEGLIWJEPPMRK[MXLMRXLIWTIGXVYQSJ
XLIHIITERHWYVJEGIHMQIRWMSRTVIWIRXIHMRLMKLIVIHYGEXMSRVIWIEVGL 1EVXSRERH7mPN} 
Table 1.

Categorized Approach A
approaches to
learning adopted
by First & Fourth Approach B
Year Architecture
Students (Iyer and
Roberts 2014)
Approach C
Approach D
Approach E

Approach F

Series of steps taken from the introduction of the design problem to the
GSQTPIXMSRSJXLI½REPWSPYXMSR[MXLIQTLEWMWSRTVIWIRXMRKEKSSHSYXput and preparing a good portfolio.
Trying to understand or experience architecture using the experiences of
XLIJEGYPX]EWEWGEJJSPHSVVI¾IGXMRKSRXLIMVMRWXVYGXMSRWXSTVIWIRXXLI
learning outcome.
Evolving perceptions of architecture by adopting a series of steps within
the process of design that is based on a product-focused outcome.
Evolving the perceptions of architecture through the process of design that
is based on a process focused outcome.
Conceptualising the thought process and using the same in the evolution
of architecture based on in-depth experiences directly correlative to the
perceptual psychology within the experiences of each student.
Looking into the conceptual and abstract foci towards design based on
an innately creative and experiential level of understanding architecture;
VI¾IGXIHF]XLIWXYHIRX
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8LIMRXVSHYGXMSRSJXLIEVGLMXIGXYVEPHIWMKRGSYVWI[SVOMRXLI½VWX]IEVSJXLIEVGLMXIGXYVITVSgram is considered as the stage where the students tread their formative learning approaches; A &
&EWEWXITF]WXITETTVSEGLJVSQXLIHIWMKRTVSFPIQXSMXW½REPWSPYXMSR -]IVERH6SFIVXW 
8LMWGSYPHFIWIIREWPIEVRMRKETTVSEGLIWFSVHIVMRKXSXLIWYVJEGIHMQIRWMSR 1EVXSRERH7mPN}
1976).Approaches F & F pursued predominantly by fourth year architecture students were learning
approaches at a very conceptual and abstract level (Iyer and Roberts 2014) and dwell within the
TEVEQIXIVWSJXLIHIITHMQIRWMSR 1EVXSRERH7mPN} 8LIGEXIKSVM^IHETTVSEGLIWXSPIEVRMRK
duly form a framework parallel to the one suggested by Unwin with reference to his work with students in the early stages of architectural education at Welsh School of Architecture (Unwin 2001).
This study; is a work in progress in charting the approaches to learning adopted by the architecture
students’ as they progress on the ladder of their rigorous years in architectural education and step
into the portals of the architecture profession; thus moving from the surface to the deeper dimensions of approaches to learning.
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